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 An energy efficiency-based classification approach for street lighting by 1 
considering operational factors. Case study of Barcelona. 2 

Abstract This paper presents a new energy efficiency-based classification approach for street 3 
lighting. This approach considers the improvement of visual performance by correcting the standard 4 
photometry system (photopic) by the mesopic system, recommended within the CIE 191:2010 and the 5 
operational hours of the lighting system, aspects that are usually disregarded by the most-used energy 6 
classifications. The method proposed here is based on the Value Function concept, which allows 7 
standardizing an energy performance indicator, representing a satisfaction degree. To validate the approach 8 
proposed, a case study in 13 representative streets of the Eixample District of Barcelona is carried out, 9 
comparing results with those obtained by other three energy efficiency classifications used in Spain, 10 
Netherlands and Italy. These results derived from the application of the method supports decision-making 11 
when using different energy classifications and straightforward to quantify potential energy savings. 12 

 13 
Keywords Energy performance indicators · energy efficiency label · value function · street lighting 14 

· mesopic photometry · A-G label · energy efficiency classification system. 15 

1. Introduction 16 

Energy efficiency of street lighting (SL) systems lies in optimizing the use of energy while 17 
guaranteeing the amount of luminous flux necessary to carry out activities at night and meeting the purpose 18 
of SL, which is to improve visibility, to improve safety, and to improve the feeling of safety for drivers and 19 
pedestrians at night (Fotios and Gibbons 2018; van Bommel 2015a). However, the expanding use of light at 20 
night, along with an inappropriate design, has led to a large energy consumption and light pollution. 21 

Public lighting (predominantly street) accounts for 2.3% of global electricity consumption (Lobão 22 
et al. 2015). Official data in Spain reported that exterior lighting in municipalities in 2017, consumed 5,296 23 
GWh of electricity per year, which represents approximately 1% of all final energy consumption (IDAE 24 
2017) that is translated into 1,276,336,000 kg of CO2 emitted1. Many authors have associated the excessive 25 
energy usage in SL not only with the increase of CO2 (Carli et al. 2017; Ożadowicz and Grela 2017; Rabaza 26 
et al. 2018) but also with light pollution (Davies and Smyth 2018; Stone 2017), environment and human 27 
health (Falchi et al. 2011; Green et al. 2015) and with an excessive expenditure by the public administration 28 
(Radulovic et al. 2011). 29 

With increasing consideration on these negative effects of SL, it has led to interest of numerous 30 
authors in analyzing SL systems in a more complex manner by adopting a multi-objectives analysis that 31 
considers lighting, energy, environment and economic criteria, aiming at supporting administrations to find 32 
optimal solutions that reduce energy consumption, while maintained the highest standards of quality. Among 33 
the most recent studies, a multi-criteria assessment approach for outdoor lighting at the design step was 34 
recently proposed by Pracki and Skarzynski (2020), using criteria related to lighting requirements, light 35 
pollution and energy efficiency to find the best and most sustainable lighting solution for any outdoor 36 
situation. User preference as a criterion was used in the proposed method by Beccali et al. (2019). It was 37 
demonstrated that can optimize the performance of a lighting plant in terms of energy saving and quality of 38 
light, while taking into account the opinions of local users. A supporting tool for selecting the optimum 39 
retrofit for existing SL systems in urban areas has been proposed (Carli et al. 2017, 2018). The main criteria 40 

 
1 Conversion factor used: 1 kWh electricity= 241 g CO2  (OCCC 2020).    
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used in this tool was energy consumption, light pollution and the color rendering index. The aim is to reduce 1 
energy consumption and optimize the distribution of actions in subsystems, while ensuring an efficient use 2 
of public funds, protect the environment and maintain comfort. Similar studies advice the use of energy 3 
performance indicators (EPI), for instance, Power Density Indicator (PDI) and Annual Energy Consumption 4 
Indicator (AECI) found in the new version of European regulations EN 13201-5:2015 (European Committee 5 
for Standardization 2015) as design criteria, which can be evaluation criteria in a lighting tender (Doulos et 6 
al. 2019) and for the selection of exterior lighting with low environmental impact (Leccese et al. 2017). 7 

For an energy efficiency-based evaluation tool for SL systems, reference may be to energy 8 
classifications systems (ECS) or energy certifications, defined by SL standards and used in Spain (Royal 9 
Decree 1890/2008 2008) and Italy (Regional Council of Emilia Romagna 2015) or through voluntary 10 
programs such as the Netherlands (BRE 2011). In contrast, these are useful to express whether a SL 11 
installation is good at performing, or not, by using A-G scale, comprehensive for all public, and enable direct 12 
comparison of lighting projects. Nevertheless, there is no agreement for objective and accepted energy 13 
efficiency evaluation system (Gutierrez-Escolar et al. 2017; Light Naturally 2014; Pracki 2011). 14 

Although several approaches such as EPI and ECS have been proposed up to now (Table 1). To the 15 
best of the authors’ knowledge, only a few studies deal with the analysis of parameters involved to evaluate 16 
the energy efficiency performance of a SL system, proposing new ECS. For example, Gutierrez-Escolar et 17 
al. (2017) based on the Spanish standard (Royal Decree 1890/2008 2008), analyzed the governing parameters 18 
used to calculate the energy efficiency indicator Iε proposing an evaluation system which asses five 19 
magnitude, i.e. lamps, energy efficiency index, light pollution, renewable energy contribution and harness of 20 
the luminous flux using dimming. Pracki (2011) analyzed the parameters influencing the installed power 21 
demand, the installed and normalized power density, resulting in a new classification system for the energy 22 
efficiency of road lighting. Gasparovsky (2015) proposed an energy A-G scale based on PDI/AECI 23 
indicators. Leccese et al. (2017) analyzed, compared and discussed the indicators PDI, AECI and the 24 
Luminaire Energy Efficiency Indicator (IPEA), and a Lighting System Energy Efficiency Indicator (IPEI) 25 
applied with different SL solutions and technologies for 20 roads in the historic town of Pisa, Italy. 26 
Conclusions of this study are also summarized in Table 1.  27 

The Street Lighting Energy Efficiency Criterion (SLEEC) has been used in both research and energy 28 
classification for SL systems. For instance, the approach used in reference (Rabaza et al. 2013) was SLEEC 29 
indicator with the aim to present a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm for a quick planning of lighting 30 
installations which guarantees maximum energy efficiency. On the other hand, aiming at achieving energy 31 
savings in SL, the Netherlands NL Agency (Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation) 32 
developed an energy efficiency A-G label based on SLEEC indicators. Likewise, New Zealand and Australia 33 
accepted SLEEC indicator as the basis of their energy classification scheme (Light Naturally 2014). 34 

According to the literature, ECS are based on installed power and luminance or illuminance 35 
parameters, which influence regulating energy consumption and the light levels entering the eye. However, 36 
the recent advances of lighting technologies, i.e. light-emitting diode (LED), control systems and luminaires, 37 
demand for new requirements. Advances in lighting research could be seen in a new definition of efficiency 38 
in urban SL by considering kWh/year as a measure for reporting energy efficiency (Kyba et al. 2014) or a 39 
quantification system to measure energy efficiency with respect to time, incorporating all the elements that 40 
affect the overall efficiency of the installation (Loe 2003). But there is still opportunity for spectrum 41 
distribution (Fotios and Gibbons 2018) paying attention to time as a parameter and developments in mesopic 42 
photometry considering its influence on energy saving and vision performance (Djuretic and Kostic 2018; 43 
Jägerbrand 2015; A. Kostic et al. 2012; M. Kostic and Djokic 2009; Ylinen et al. 2011). 44 

 45 
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Therefore, the goal of this paper is two-fold: (1) to analyze the most representative EPIs and 1 
classification approaches for SL and, (2), to propose an alternative energy efficiency classification system 2 
(VF IQsa), considering the governing parameters, the correction to the mesopic photometry and the 3 
operational hours of the SL system. This consideration is made in order to aid decision-makers in choosing 4 
the best energy efficiency system and to overview the potential savings. Furthermore, this new approach is 5 
meant to guarantee robust and representative quantitative results that could be part of a future energy 6 
efficiency certification for SL.  7 

The method used to standardize the energy performance indicator proposed was the Value Function 8 
(VF) concept. VF is one of the most widely accepted frameworks to standardize different units and 9 
magnitudes (Alarcon et al. 2011). It has been used in the MIVES method (Integrated Value Model for 10 
Sustainability Assessment), validated in engineering applications for assessing sustainability (Cartelle Barros 11 
et al. 2015; de la Fuente et al. 2017; Del Caño et al. 2015; Pons et al. 2016; Pons and Aguado 2012; Pons and 12 
de la Fuente 2013; Pujadas et al. 2017). By applying VF, the indicator is expressed in a value scale between 13 
0 and 1, representing the minimum and maximum grade of satisfaction; which for SL means less energy 14 
consumed the higher grade of satisfaction.  15 

The approach proposed (VF IQsa) has been used in a case study composed of 13 representative 16 
streets of the Eixample District of Barcelona, results were compared to three energy efficiency classifications 17 
proposed by Spain (energy efficiency indicator Iε), Netherlands (SLEEC) and Italy (IPEI/IPEA). 18 

This paper intends to contribute, first, to the literature on energy efficiency-based classification 19 
systems for street lighting in both conceptual and empirical approaches; second, this is the first time that the 20 
VF method will be applied in the SL sector.  21 

In terms of outline, an overview of mesopic photometry, including the effects of visual performance 22 
and its influence of energy savings is presented before illustrating the proposed methodology in section 2 and 23 
its application to the case study in Barcelona in section 3. In Section 4, the results derived from the application 24 
of the VF IQsa and the comparison to the three ECS proposed by Spanish, Dutch and Italian guidelines are 25 
discussed. Finally, section 5 gathers the conclusion, limitations and future research suggestions. 26 
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Table 1 Parameters involved in the energy performance indicators for street lighting systems. 

Ref. Indicators Equations Units Energy 
class Application Positive Negative  Suggested 

parameters 

(European 
Committee 
for 
Standardizati
on 2015) 

Power 
Density 
Indicator 
(PDI) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃/�(𝐸𝐸 ∙ 𝐴𝐴)
𝑁𝑁

𝑗𝑗=1

 

 

  

W/(m2·
lx) No 

New and 
existing 
lighting 
installations 

Flexible indicator, 
applicable to roads 
consisting of different lanes 
and uses. Easy 
interpretation: High PDI 
values, scarcely lit roads 
(Leccese et al. 2017)  

It does not considers 
luminance values fixed 
by technical standards 
(Leccese et al. 2017) 

-Luminous 
efficacy (lm/W) 
-Time of 
operation (h) 
-Mesopic design 
(S/P ratio) 

(European 
Committee 
for 
Standardizati
on 2015) 

Annual 
Energy 
Consumption 
Indicator 
(AECI)  

𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 = �(𝑃𝑃 ∙ 𝑡𝑡)/𝐴𝐴
𝑀𝑀

𝑗𝑗=1

 

  

Wh/m2 No 

New and 
existing 
lighting 
installations 

Useful in lighting systems 
with different operation 
profiles (total or partial 
switch-off) (Leccese et al. 
2017) 

It does not considers: 
illuminance and 
luminance values 
required by the 
technical standards 
(Leccese et al. 2017) 

-Luminous 
efficacy (lm/W) 
-Mesopic design 
(S/P ratio) 

(European 
Committee 
for 
Standardizati
on 2015) 

Installation 
luminous 
efficacy (ηins) 

 
𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿 · 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 · 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢 · 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 · 𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

· 𝜂𝜂𝑃𝑃  
 lm/W No 

New and 
existing 
lighting 
installations 

Additional indicator useful 
to define the installation 
luminous efficacy 
(Gasparovsky 2015) 

- 

It should be 
complemented 
with other 
power energy 
indicators.  

(Gasparovsky 
2015) 

Installed 
power per 
road length 
(PL) 

𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 =
𝑃𝑃
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

 

  
kW/km No New lighting 

installations 

Used in many lighting 
software (Gasparovsky 
2015) 

It does not consider 
road widths and 
lighting quality 
(Gasparovsky 2015) 

- E (lx) 
- L (cd/m2) 
- Luminous 
efficacy (lm/W) 
- Time of 
operation (h) 
- Mesopic 
design (S/P 
ratio) 

(Gasparovsky 
2015) 

Installed 
power per 
area (PA) 

𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 =
𝑃𝑃
𝐴𝐴

 
  

W/m2 No New lighting 
installations 

Simple power density 
indicator used in many 
lighting software 
(Gasparovsky 2015) 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

Ref. Indicators Equations Units Energy 
class Application Positive Negative  Suggested 

parameters 

(BRE 2011) 

Street Lighting 
Energy 
Efficiency 
Criterion 
(SLEEC) 

𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 =
𝑃𝑃

𝐸𝐸 · 𝐴𝐴
 

 
 

𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿 =
𝑃𝑃

𝐿𝐿 · 𝐴𝐴
 

W/(lx·m2) 
 
W/ 
((cd/m2)·
m2) 

A-G 
label 

New lighting 
installations 

Integrate important factors 
such as area of illuminated 
target; illuminance or 
luminance parameters 
depend on the lighting 
application. Useful for 
quick verifications 
(Gasparovsky 2016). It 
takes into account 
efficiency of the lamp, 
ballast and luminaire and by 
using SLEEC values can 
punish oversized (BRE 
2011). 

- 

-Luminous 
efficacy (lm/W) 
-Time of 
operation (h) 
-Mesopic design 
(S/P ratio) 

(Regional 
Council of 
Emilia 
Romagna 
2015) 

Luminaire 
Energy 
Efficiency 
Indicator 
(IPEA) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 = 𝜂𝜂𝑎𝑎 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠�  
𝜂𝜂𝑎𝑎 = 𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 · 𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 · 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 
  

[-] A-G 
label 

New and 
existing 
lighting 
installations 

It takes into account the 
performance of lamps and 
of power suppliers, and the 
percentage of the luminous 
flux emitted downward 
(Leccese et al. 2017) 

It does not considers 
aspects of lighting 
design and luminaire 
operation (Leccese et 
al. 2017). This 
indicator has to be 
periodically updated 
(Leccese et al. 2017).  

It should be 
complemented 
with other 
power energy 
indicators. 

(Regional 
Council of 
Emilia 
Romagna 
2015) 

Illuminance 
based Lighting 
systems Energy 
Efficiency 
Indicator 
(IPEIE)  

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸 = 𝐾𝐾𝐸𝐸(
𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸
𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅

) 

 

𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 =
𝑃𝑃

𝐸𝐸 · 𝐴𝐴
 

 

𝑘𝑘𝐸𝐸 = 𝑘𝑘1 · �
𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅
� + 𝑘𝑘2 

  

 
[-] 

A-G 
label 

New and 
existing 
lighting 
installations 

Includes both the 
illuminance and luminance 
levels. And the comparison 
with the limit values fixed 
by the technical standards 
(Leccese et al. 2017) 

The calculation of this 
indicator is unclear 
with roads composed of 
sidewalks and 
carriageways (Leccese 
et al. 2017). 

-Luminous 
efficacy (lm/W) 
-Time of 
operation (h) 
-Mesopic design 
(S/P ratio) (Regional 

Council of 
Emilia 
Romagna 
2015) 

Luminance 
based Lighting 
systems Energy 
Efficiency 
Indicator 
(IPEIL) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 = 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿(
𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿
𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅

) 

 

𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿 =
𝑃𝑃

𝐿𝐿 · 𝐴𝐴
 

 

𝑘𝑘𝐿𝐿 = 𝑘𝑘1 · �
𝐿𝐿
𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅
�+ 𝑘𝑘2 

 

 
[-] 

A-G 
label 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

Ref. Indicators Equations Units Energy 
class Application Positive Negative  Suggested 

parameters 

(Royal 
Decree 
1890/200
8 2008) 

Energy 
Efficiency 
indicator (𝑃𝑃𝜀𝜀) 

𝑃𝑃𝜀𝜀 =
𝜀𝜀
𝜀𝜀𝑅𝑅

 

 
𝜀𝜀 = 𝜀𝜀𝐿𝐿 · 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 · 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢 

or 
𝜀𝜀 = (𝐴𝐴 · 𝐸𝐸)/𝑃𝑃 

𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸 =
1
𝑃𝑃𝜀𝜀

 
 

 
[-] 
 
 
 
 
m2 · lx/W 

A-G 
label 

New and 
existing 
lighting 
installations 

Applied to different road 
types and average services 
illuminances (BRE 2011). 

This indicator does not 
considers enough 
parameters (Gutierrez-
Escolar et al. 2017). 
The energy efficiency 
levels proposed by this 
indicator are low (Light 
Naturally 2014). 

-Time of 
operation (h) 
-Mesopic design 
(S/P ratio) 

(Pracki 
2011) 

Normalized 
Power 
Density (PN) 

𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 = 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 ·
1
𝐿𝐿

=
1

𝑄𝑄 · 𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸 · 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 · 𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈
 

  

(W/m2)/ 
(cd/m2) 

A-G 
label 

New and 
existing 
lighting 
installations 

This evaluation includes the 
impacts of the applied 
lighting equipment, the 
reflection properties of the 
road surface, and the 
maintenance factor (Pracki 
2011). 

Illuminance or 
Luminance values are 
not considered (Rabaza 
et al. 2016) 

-Time of 
operation (h) 
-Mesopic design 
(S/P ratio) 

P (W) total electrical power installed, including the lamps and electrical auxiliary devices. E (lx) average illuminance value. L (cd/m2) average luminance value. A or S (m2) is the street surface area to be lit. 
Lg (km) road length. Η (lm/W) luminous efficacy. t (h) duration of operating time. fm or MF (-) maintenance factor. fu or UF (-) utilization factor. ηa (lm/W) luminous efficacy of the lighting system. ηr 

(lm/W) standard luminous efficacy. ηsource (lm/W) luminous efficacy of the lamp. ηsupply or ηP (-) power supply efficacy (Lamp nominal power (W) / input power supply (W)). Dlor ratio between the luminous 
flux emitted downwards by the luminaire and the total luminous flux emitted by the lamps. k1 constant value equal to 0.476. k2 constant value equal to 0.524. SER (W/(lx·m2)) Standard SLEEC. ER (lx) limit 

values of illuminance required by technical standards for the corresponding lighting class. SLR (W/((cd/m2)·m2) Standard SLEEC. LR (cd/m2) limit values of luminance required by technical standards for the 
corresponding lighting class. εL (lm/W) luminous efficacy of lamps and electrical auxiliary devices. Iε Energy Efficiency Indicator. ε (m2 · lx/W) Energy Efficiency of a street lighting installation. εR (m2 · 
lx/W) reference value of energy efficiency. ICE (-) energy consumption indicator. PD (W/m2) installed power density for the road lighting installation. Q or CL(-) road surface luminance coefficient. LE 

(lm/W) luminous efficacy of the lighting system. RLO (-) optical efficiency of luminaires.
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1.1 Visual performance based on mesopic photometry 1 

Human vision is a complicated process in which the spectral sensitivity of the eye is influenced by 2 
factors such as luminous level and the Spectral Power Distribution (SPD) of the lamp used to light. To 3 
understand the effects of lamp SPD on pedestrian lighting, a recommended system of mesopic photometry 4 
based on visual performance CIE 191:2010, was developed to characterize the spectral eye’s sensitivity 5 
(Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage 2010).  6 

This recommended system defines the scotopic V’(λ) and photopic V(λ) spectral luminous 7 
efficiency functions as lower and upper limits of the mesopic region which covers photopic luminances 8 
between about 0.005 cd/m2 to 5 cd/m2. This system enables calculation of an effective mesopic luminance 9 
through the correction factors contained in the Table 11 of the CIE 191:2010. These were determined 10 
according to the photopic luminance and the S/P ratio of the lamp which is the ratio between the scotopic-11 
weighted spectrum, according to V’(λ), and the photopic-weighted spectrum, according to V(λ) (van Bommel 12 
2015b).  13 

Table 2 gives approximate S/P values for different lamps and summarizes the correction factors for 14 
photopic luminances within the range of SL application. Light with a higher S/P ratio, with a low light level, 15 
will have a higher effective mesopic luminance. For example, at a photopic luminance of 0.3 cd/m2 the use 16 
of the recommended system results in a change of between -8% and 21% for lamps with S/P ratios of 0.65 17 
for high pressure sodium (HPS) and 2.05 for cool-white LED, respectively. LED lamp is more effective than 18 
HPS, in fact, the effectivity is a factor 1.21/0.92=1.31 higher. The mesopic luminance provides a sign of the 19 
efficacy of the lamp within the mesopic region, considering the light’s spectral qualities. 20 

Table 2 S/P ratios for different lamp and their corresponding correction factors. 21 
Lamp S/P Photopic luminance (cd/m2) 

0.3 0.5 1 1.5 2 
Yellow low pressure sodium (LPS) 0.25 -18% -14% -9% -6% -5% 
Yellow-white high pressure sodium (HPS) 0.65 -8% -6% -4% -3% -2% 
Warm-white metal halide (MH) 1.25 5% 4% 3% 2% 1% 
Warm-white LED 1.45 9% 7% 5% 3% 3% 
Cool-white metal halide 1.85 17% 13% 9% 6% 5% 
Cool-white LED 2.05 21% 16% 11% 8% 6% 

While visual conditions under SL are likely to fall within the mesopic region, SL recommendations 22 
are given using photopic quantities. This could be a limitation since introducing LEDs, which significantly 23 
enhance the opportunity to change and tune SPD (Fotios and Gibbons 2018). 24 

The recommended system CIE 191:2010 has been applied in pedestrian lighting recommendations 25 
(Fotios and Goodman 2012) to characterize the illuminance reduction permitted when using lamps with high 26 
S/P ratio, this being of benefit for a task such as obstacle detection (Fotios and Cheal 2009) and spatial 27 
brightness perception (Fotios and Cheal 2011). Others have been investigated the potential of reduction in 28 
energy consumption in SL by considering mesopic design. The effect of mesopic dimensioning on energy 29 
consumption and life cycle cost of the LED installation was formerly studied by (Ylinen et al. 2011), which 30 
concluded in that energy can be saved as much as 70% when mesopic dimensioning applies to SL design. 31 
Similarly, the research carry out by (Djuretic and Kostic 2018) concluded that annual electricity consumption 32 
could be reduced for an additional 10% if mesopic effects are involved. Kostic and others (A. Kostic et al. 33 
2012) compared the use of LED and conventional luminaires in street and roadway lighting regarding to 34 
electricity consumption by considering mesopic effects. It was found that when using LED instead of metal 35 
halide (MH), the energy savings were 33% and, if mesopic effects were taken into account, the decrease of 36 
electricity consumption mounted up to 43%. Another study concluded that when is using LED instead of 37 
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HPS luminaires energy savings could be between 31% and 60% when is applying multi-stage dimming 1 
scenarios (Djuretic and Kostic 2018). Therefore, lamps with high S/P ratio are more effective under mesopic 2 
conditions and, thus, the luminance on the road surface can be reduced without affecting visibility of the 3 
users (A. Kostic et al. 2012). However, some considerations should be taken by using LED lamps. These 4 
emit more blue light of short wavelengths than HPS lamp. Blue rich lighting can increase the amount of sky 5 
glow leading to a 10% - 20% increase when replacing HPS lamps (CEI 2017; IDA 2010; Jägerbrand 2015). 6 
This still uses heavy metals such as nickel, lead and copper and emits electromagnetic radiation from wireless 7 
lighting controls (Zielinska-Dabkowska 2018). 8 

2. Methodology 9 

The research methodology is divided in two phases comprising 4 steps (Figure 1). The first phase 10 
is aimed at developing energy efficiency-based classification for the approach proposed (VF IQsa). The 11 
second phase is meant to test VF IQsa to a case study, validating these results by comparing it with three ECS 12 
proposed by Spanish, Dutch and Italian guidelines. This proposed methodology is designed and oriented for 13 
use at city level, and to aid decision-makers in choosing the best energy efficiency system to be implemented 14 
and to support evidence on the energy savings on SL. 15 

 16 
Figure 1 Methodology workflow. 17 

In step one, the EPIs were examined to know the parameters used for gauging energy efficiency in 18 
an SL system. In step two, an innovative equation for measuring energy consumption (Qsa) was proposed. 19 
Qsa was calculated in a wide set of SL scenarios composed by 8 road types with different lighting 20 
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configurations. From these results, the reference value energy consumption (Qsa,R) were obtained for each 1 
lighting class, as an input for calculating the energy consumption indicator (IQsa) proposed. Finally, to 2 
standardize the indicator IQsa within a value scale ranging from 0-1, the VF method was used. The VF 3 
allowed for assessing the energy efficiency (grade of satisfaction) associate to the IQsa indicator resulting the 4 
VF IQsa.  5 

Step three is the test of VF IQsa in 13 representative streets of the Eixample District of Barcelona. A 6 
systematic procedure was carried out to collect the data needed to calculate the current ECS.  7 

Step four shows how VF IQsa results were analyzed and compared with Iε, SLEEC and IPEA-IPEI 8 
results. 9 

2.1 Defining the energy consumption indicator (IQsa) 10 

An equation for measuring energy consumption, based on the Spanish lighting standard (Royal 11 
Decree 1890/2008 2008), was proposed. This involves two Innovative features: luminous flux control factor 12 
(fcf) and mesopic correction factor (fcm). The latter takes into account the improvement of visual performance 13 
by correcting the standard photometry system (photopic) by the recommended system (mesopic) in the 14 
(Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage 2010).  15 

According to (Royal Decree 1890/2008 2008), the energy efficiency can be calculated by means of 16 
the Eq. (1) or Eq. (2). 17 

𝜀𝜀 =
𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚
𝑃𝑃

 ((𝑚𝑚2 ∙ 𝐷𝐷𝑙𝑙)/𝑊𝑊)                                                                           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 1 18 

𝜀𝜀 = 𝜀𝜀𝐿𝐿 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢 ((𝑚𝑚2 ∙ 𝐷𝐷𝑙𝑙)/𝑊𝑊)                                                                    𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 2 19 
From Eqs. (1) and (2), the installed power demand (P) can be derived (see Eq. (3)). This equation 20 

describes the relation between the product of average illuminance (E) and the area illuminated (A) with the 21 
luminous efficacy of the lighting installation. 22 

𝑃𝑃 =
𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚

𝜀𝜀𝐿𝐿 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢
 (W)                                                                                      𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 3 23 

The installed power density for the SL installation (PD) relates the installed power demand (P) 24 
relating to the street surface illuminated (A) (Eq. (4)).  25 

𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 =
𝑃𝑃
𝐴𝐴

=
𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚

𝜀𝜀𝐿𝐿 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢
 (𝑊𝑊/𝑚𝑚2)                                                                   𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 4 26 

Notice that the luminous efficacy of the lamp (εL) is the product of the efficiency of auxiliary 27 
elements (ηaux) and the nominal efficacy of lamps (Knl) as shown in Eq. (5). 28 

𝜀𝜀𝐿𝐿 = 𝜂𝜂𝑎𝑎𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠  (𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚/𝑊𝑊)                                                                               𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 5 29 
The global energy consumption (Q’sa), Eq. (6), can be obtained by multiplying the installed power 30 

density (PD) by the number of hours that the light system is turned on (tua) and using Eq. (5) to replace εL. 31 

𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎′ = �
𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎

𝜂𝜂𝑎𝑎𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢
�

1
1000

 (𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ/𝑚𝑚2)                                       𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 6 32 

Where Em - Average illuminance level (lx); tua - Annual time operation of the lighting installation 33 
(h); ηaux - Efficiency of auxiliary elements (W/W); Knl - Nominal efficacy of lamps (lm/W); fm - Maintenance 34 
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factor; fu - Utilization factor; 1/1000 – conversion factor from W to kW. 1 
From Eq. (6), it can be inferred that a reduction of the energy consumption can be achieved in two 2 

ways, first is reducing the annual operation time of the lamp (tua), second is improving the luminous efficacy 3 
of the lamp (Knl). To quantify these potential reductions, two factors were introduced in Eq. (6): luminous 4 
flux control factor (fcf) and mesopic correction factor (fcm), resulting Eq. (7) that computes the total energy 5 
consumption during one year per unit of illuminated area (Qsa). 6 

𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 = �
𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 ∙ (𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐)

𝜂𝜂𝑎𝑎𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎 ∙ (𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚) ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢
�

1
1000

 (𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊ℎ/𝑚𝑚2)                         𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 7 7 

Since Eq. (7) takes into consideration the operational hours and mesopic design parameters, both 8 
disregarded by the most commonly used energy classification approaches (see Table 1), this expression can 9 
be assumed as an innovative and more representative measurement of energy efficiency for SL. 10 

In this research, SL installations are proposed to be rated according to the energy consumption 11 
indicator (IQsa), see Eq. (8). 12 

𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 =
𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎
𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎,𝑅𝑅

                                                                                                   𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 8 13 

Where the reference value energy consumption (Qsa,R) for each lighting class was computed by 14 
assuming a typical installation consisting of HPS lamps, full luminous flux control, and photopic photometry. 15 

2.2 Value Function method 16 

Aimed at standardizing the indicator IQsa within a value scale ranging from 0-1, the VF approach 17 
was used. The VF allows assessing the energy efficiency (grade of satisfaction) associate to the IQsa indicator. 18 
VFs need four aspects to be defined: (1) tendency (increase/decrease), (2) points corresponding to the 19 
minimum (value 0) and maximum (value 1) satisfaction, (3) shape (linear, concave, convex, S-shaped) and 20 
(4) constitutive parameters of the functions. 21 

Increasing or decreasing tendency in VFs depends on the nature of the indicator to be evaluated 22 
(Alarcon et al. 2011). A concave shape is used when small changes around the point that generate minimum 23 
satisfaction are highly valuated. A convex function is used when is hardly to increase the satisfaction 24 
tendency making small changes in the indicator. If satisfaction increases or decreases steadily, a linear 25 
function is used. Finally, an S-shaped function is used when significant increases in satisfaction are detected 26 
in central values. In Figure 2 these patterns are depicted. 27 
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 1 
Figure 2 Value functions type. 2 

 3 
The points of minimum (IQsa,min) and maximum (IQsa,max) satisfaction define the limits of the value 4 

function on the axis of abscissas. These points are usually established by existing rules and regulations, and 5 
experience with previous projects. For this research, both IQsa,min and IQsa,max were obtained from the 8 sets 6 
of road types with the corresponding technically available lighting configurations (see Table 5 and Table 7 
A.1). 8 

Eqs. (9) and (10) allow assessing the satisfaction value for a given IQsa. Pi is a shape factor for 9 
concave (Pi<1), convex (Pi>1), linear (Pi=1) or S-shaped (Pi>1) functions. Ci is the abscissa value at the 10 
inflexion point. ki tends towards the indicator at the inflexion point. Bi is the factor (normalizer) that allows 11 
the function to vary within the range of 0 to 1 (Eq. (10)). 12 

𝑉𝑉𝑈𝑈(𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎) = 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 · �1 − 𝑒𝑒
�−𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖·�

�𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠−𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚�
𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖

�
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖
�
�                                     𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 9 13 
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                                                     𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 10 14 

2.3 Model of multiple street lighting scenarios. 15 

Qsa was calculated for a wide range of possible technical scenarios for SL with the purpose to 16 
determine Qsa,R values for each lighting class and, which in turn, will allows to estimate the minimum and 17 
maximum values of energy consumption. 18 
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This model is comprised by a set of 8 road types with: (1) the corresponding lighting classes (M1, 1 
M2, M3, M4, C2, S1, S2, S3); (2) average illuminance levels according to each lighting class, 5 types of 2 
lamps (HPS, high pressure mercury (HPM), MH, LED, fluorescent (FL)); (3) 3 luminous flux control (full 3 
flux, bi-level and individual fixture) and (4) 2 types of photometry (photopic and mesopic) were defined. Qsa 4 
was calculated for each SL scenario under the following assumptions and results are shown in Table A.1. 5 

• Illuminance (Em): 30 – 20 – 15 – 10 – 7.5 (lx) 6 
• Time of use (tua): 4000 h 7 
• Luminous flux control (fcf): C1 full flux (100%), C2 bi-level (87%), C3 individual fixture (63%). It 8 

was calculated as the percentage of the area covered by the profile control flux as shown below in 9 
Figure 3. All the luminous flux profiles described, assumes the nominal voltage and stationary 10 
operation condition. That is, the luminous flux control derived from double flow ballast or electronic 11 
ballast. 12 

• Luminous efficacy (εL): Typical values are listed in Table 3 13 
• Utilization factor (fu): 0.4 14 
• Maintenance factor (fm): Values in Table 3 assume a 2-year luminance cleaning interval, group 15 

replacement after 8000 hours, the commonly used IP5X luminaires and high environmental pollution 16 
for vehicular street and low environmental pollution for pedestrian street. Maintenance factor values 17 
for LED are obtained from (IDAE 2012). 18 

• Mesopic correction factor (fcm): it depends on photopic luminance level and the S/P ratio of the lamp. 19 
Table 4 gives these fcm for each photopic luminance range used in SL and for S/P values corresponding 20 
to the lamps used for this model. 21 

Table 3 Values of luminous efficacy of the lamp (εL), utilization factor (fu) maintenance factor (fm) used to calculate Qsa. 22 

Lamp type εL  
(lm/W) fm fu 

HPS 125 0.74 0.4 

HPM 47 0.58 0.4 

MH 90 0.60 0,4 

LED 162 0.85 0.4 

FL 73 0.77 0.4 
Note: The luminous efficacies values include the power losses in the auxiliary elements. 23 

 24 
Table 4 Correction factors for mesopic photometry. 25 

HPS MH LED FL 
S/P= 0.65 S/P= 1.85 S/P= 2.25 S/P= 2.45 

Lp (cd/m2) fcm Lp (cd/m2) fcm Lp (cd/m2) fcm Lp (cd/m2) fcm 
0.50 0.94 0.50 1.13 0.50 1.19 0.50 1.22 
0.75 0.95 0.75 1.11 0.75 1.15 0.75 1.20 
1.00 0.96 1.00 1.09 1.00 1.12 1.00 1.14 
1.50 0.97 1.50 1.06 1.50 1.09 1.50 1.10 
2.00 0.98 2.00 1.05 2.00 1.07 2.00 1.08 

Source: Table 11 from the Recommendation CIE 191:2010, pp. 68. (Lp: luminance value in the photopic region). 

 26 
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 1 
Figure 3 (a) Control profile for a non-reduction of luminous flux, (b) Bi-power profile and (c) multilevel control profile of the luminous 2 

flux. 3 
In Table 5, the reference values energy consumption (Qsa,R) for each lighting class are shown. This 4 

reference values considers a typical SL installation consisting of HPS lamps, full luminous flux control, and 5 
photopic photometry.  6 

Table 5 The reference value of energy consumption (Qsa,R) for each lighting class. 7 

Road class Description road 
Criteria Lighting  

Class 
Em 
(lx) Lamp 

Qsa,R 
(kWh/m2) 

IMD Velocity 
(km/h) photopic 

A Motorway IMD > 25,000 >60 M1 30 HPS 3.23 

A Major road 15,000 < IMD < 
25,000 60 M2 20 HPS 2.16 

B-C Collector 
street 

7,000 < IMD < 
15,000 30 to 60 M3 15 HPS 1.62 

B-C-D-E Local streets IMD < 7,000 5 to 30 M4 10 HPS 1.08 

D-E Historic center area High traffic 5 to 30 C2 20 HPS 2.66 

C-D-E Residential and commercial 
areas High traffic 5 to 30 S1 15 HPS 2.00 

C-D-E Residential area Low traffic 5 to 30 S2 10 HPS 1.33 

C-D-E Pedestrian area Low traffic < 5 S3 7.5 HPS 1.00 
Road and lighting class were selected according to Spanish lighting standard (Royal Decree 1890/2008 2008) by considering two 8 

criteria: average daily traffic (IMD) and velocity. 9 
  10 
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3. Case study and data collection. 1 

According to SL data from GENBA (Street Lighting Management of Barcelona), there are 149,307 2 
luminaires and lamps of which 63% are HPS, 22% LED and 15% of the rest corresponding to MH, FL and 3 
HPM. The SL annual energy consumption per habitant is in average to 45 kWh and 71.3 GWh for the total 4 
consumption. This consumption represents 20% of the total energy consumption (Barcelona City Council 5 
2020). Barcelona’s council has an ambitious plan for replacing 10,000 existing luminaires with new LED-6 
light luminaires over 200 streets in all city district to increase security, energy efficiency and smart 7 
management in the SL system by the end of 2020 (Barcelona City Council 2018). 8 

To analyze the energy performance of the existing SL system in a representative section of 9 
Barcelona, a systematic procedure was carried out by following the approach presented herein. 10 

3.1 Representative sample of streets. 11 

The Eixample District of Barcelona is a uniform grid, that stands out amongst other cities, designed 12 
in 1859 by Ildefonso Cerdà (1815 –1876). This uniform grid is composed by quadrangular blocks with 13 
chamfered corners measuring 133.3 m by side, and has regular streets of 20 m, 30 m or 50 m wide (Magrinyà 14 
et al. 2009). The selection of urban streets was done in representation of the Eixample, with a sample of 13 15 
streets divided into 6 horizontals and 7 verticals (Figure 4), which have a total length of 8.22 km and 974 16 
luminaires within a whole lit area of 191.5 km2. Street configuration of one span and lighting arrangement 17 
are depicted in Figure A.1. 18 

From the sample, the percentage of the number of 20 m wide street is 84.6%, 30 m wide is 7.7% 19 
and 50 m is 7.7 %. From the streets with 20 m width, 15.4% are lighting class M1, 30.8% M2 and 38.5% 20 
M3. Streets 4 and 13 are the widest of the entire sample, 50 m and 30 m, respectively; therefore, these have 21 
the highest traffic street activity. 22 

The combinations of arrangement, interdistance and height of luminaires are similar between the 23 
streets due to the uniform grid layout of the Eixample, except the street 4 which has luminaires height of 5.0 24 
m, 10.0 m and 11.0 m instead of 6.5 m or 9.0 m as other streets. It is notable the variety of type of luminaires 25 
in the sample and LEDs introduction, as part of the renovation plan of the SL in Barcelona. Details of the 26 
street configuration and lighting arrangement are depicted in Figure A.1. Examples of one span for analyzed 27 
streets: street section (left), plans (right). 28 

 29 
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 1 
Figure 4 Sample of the 13 streets analyzed in the Eixample District of Barcelona. 2 

Note: For the sake of completeness Comte Borrell street has been divided into two sections because of it has a different configuration 3 
along the street as seen in Figure A.1. 4 

3.2 Geometrical characteristics of the streets. 5 

 Table 6 gathers geometric characteristic for each street belonging to the case study. Topology such 6 
as the total length (L) the sidewalks widths (Wsr, Wsl), the carriageway width (Wc), the tree-lined street width 7 
(Wt) were measured. Data of the luminaires: height (HL), interdistance (d), arrangement (Arrang.), and the 8 
luminaires’ numbers (#) was supplied by the GENBA. To enrich this information in each street, the type of 9 
luminaires (Type) was identified in situ and description is shown in Table 7. Lighting classes assigned to the 10 
carriageway (Rd) and to the sidewalks (Pd) were given according to Spanish standard (Royal Decree 11 
1890/2008 2008). Note that most of the analyzed streets have sidewalks on both sides, the widths of these 12 
representing the 50% of the total street width; therefore, the pedestrian activity represents an important role 13 
in the Eixample of Barcelona. The luminaires are often located on both side of the carriageway with a two-14 
sided staggered arrangement (TS), except in the street 4 where some luminaires are two-sided coupled (TC) 15 
and others are only one-sided (OS). 16 

3.3 Street lighting Classes. 17 

The SL classification, based on the Spanish standard (Royal Decree 1890/2008 2008), is aligned 18 
with the street classification according to the daily volume of traffic in Barcelona (Security and Mobility 19 
Department 2011), the street type and the maximum vehicle speed allowed. Table 6 shows the results of the 20 
13-streets lighting classification. 21 

  22 
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Table 6 Lighting classes and geometrical characteristics of the sample of streets. 1 
No. Street Lighting class # 

Lanes 
Wsr 
(m) 

Wsl 
(m) 

Wt 
(m) 

Wc 
(m) 

WT 
(m) 

L 
(m) 

Luminaires HL 
(m) 

d 
(m) Arrang.  Rd Pd Total # Type 

1 Aragó M1 S1 4 5 5 0 10 20 670 81 17 a4 9.0 

24 TS 

a6 6.5 

2 a2 9.0 
6.5 

7 b2 9.0 
2 b3 

6.5 5 b5 
3 c3 
5 d2 9.0 

21 d3 7.5 
2 Consell  

del Cent 
M2 S1 4 5 5 0 10 20 670 71 2 a2 9.0 

24 TS 

6.5 
14 b2 9.0 
7 b3 

6.5 7 b5 
14 c3 
4 d2 9.0 

21 d3 7.5 
3 Diputació M2 S1 4 5 5 0 10 20 670 72 2 a2 9.0 

24 TS 

6.5 
14 b2 9.0 
4 b3 

6.5 10 b5 
14 c3 
5 d2 9.0 

21 d3 7.5 
4 Gran Vía de 

Les Corts 
M1 S1 12 4 3 19 24 50 670 160 80 e3 5.0 

14 OS 9 f3 10 11 f2 
60 g2 11 19 TC 

5 Sepúlveda M2 S2 4 5 5 0 10 20 670 73 18 b2 9 

24 TS b4 6.5 35 c3 
2 d1 9 

6 Floridablanca M3 S2 4 5 5 0 10 20 670 70 15 b2 9 

24 TS 

b4 6.5 28 c3 
7 d3 7.5 
3 d2 9 2 d1 

7 
 

Entença M1 S1 4 5 5 0 10 20 700 70 14 b2 9 

22 TS 

5 b3 

6.5 4 b4 
5 b5 

36 c3 

1 d2 9 
d3 7.5 

4 f2 10 OS 
 

8 
Rocafort M3 S2 4 5 5 0 10 20 700 71 1 a4 9 

24 

TS 

a5 6.5 
15 b2 9 
7 b3 

6.5 24.24 
6 b4 
2 b5 

35 c3 
4 f2 10 OS 

9 Calabria M3 S1 4 5 5 0 10 20 700 71 1 a1 9 

24.24 TS a2 6.5 
15 b1 9 
2 b3 6.5 
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6 b4 
7 b5 

35 c3 
3 f2 10 1 f3 

10 Viladomat M2 S2 4 5 5 0 10 20 700 62 6 b2 9 23.80 

TS 
b4 6.5 23.77 

14 c3 

23.74 11 d2 9 
21 d3 7.5 
4 f3 10 OS 

11 Comte 
Borrell 

M3 S1 2 7,5 7 0 5,5 20 350 43 10 b2 9 

24.24 TS b5 6.5 21 c3 
2 f3 10 OS 

12 Comte 
Borrell 2 

M3 S2 4 5 5 0 10 20 350 28 6 b2 9 

24.24 TS b4 6.5 14 c3 
2 f3 10 OS 

13 Comte 
d'Urgell 

M2 S1 5 7,5 7,5 0 15 30 700 102 31 a2 9 

23.83 

TS 10 6.5 21 a4 
4 f3 10 OS 

15 h2 12 
TS h4 9 6 d1 

 Rd: road; Pd: pedestrian; Wsr: sidewalk right side width; Wsl: sidewalk left side width; Wt: tree-lined street width; Wc: carriageway 1 
width; WT: total width of the street; L: length; HL: height of luminaires; d: interdistance; Arrang.: Arrangement: TS: two sided 2 

staggered; OS: one side; TC: two sided coupled. 3 
 4 

3.1 Characteristics of the Lighting System. 5 

The database of the lighting system of the area of study was obtained by the GENBA and by visual 6 
inspection in situ (Table 7). The GENBA provided the average values of illuminance on the sidewalk and 7 
carriageway areas (Em), Power (W) and type of the installed lamps (HPS, LED), among other data 8 
corresponding to arrangement, interdistance and height of luminaires. The luminaires were identified in situ 9 
while the technical data required for the calculation of energy indicators was extracted from the respective 10 
manufacturer catalogues. According to GENBA, Em values are aligned to the diary volume of traffic for each 11 
street and it fully complies with the Spanish standard requirements. 12 

 13 
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Table 7 Luminaires installed in the analyzed streets.   1 
Luminaire Image Type Lamp properties Luminaire properties 

Lamp Power 
(W) 

εL* 

(lm/W) 
IP ULOR LOR 

 

a2- roura y mini LED 250 125.71 IP66 <0.1% 94% 
a4- roura y mini LED 100 125.71 
a5- roura y mini LED 70 117.14 
a6- roura y mini LED 50 117.14 

 

b2- salvi conjunto venus HPS 250 124.55 IP66 <0.1% 87% 
b3- salvi conjunto venus HPS 150 121.05 
b4- salvi conjunto venus HPS 100 118.97 
b5- salvi conjunto venus HPS 70 115.00 

 

c3- salvi venus HPS 150 121.05 IP66 <0.1% 87% 

 

d1- hps (9m) HPS 350 122.12 IP5X - 70% 
d2- hps (9m) HPS 250 124.55 

d3- hps (7.5m) HPS 150 121.05 

 
 

e3- salvi - lira balmes HPS 150 121.05 IP65 <0.1% 75% 

 

f2- reflector gran vía HPS 250 124.55 IP5X - 80% 
f3- reflector gran vía HPS 150 121.05 

 

g2- hps - gran vía HPS 250 124.55 IP5X - 70% 

 

h2 - hps - urgell HPS 250 124.55 IP5X - 70% 
h4 - hps - urgell HPS 100 118.97  

εL *: Luminous efficacy of lamps+aux (lm/W), ULOR: upward light output ratio, LOR: light output ratio.2 
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4. Results and discussion 1 
4.1 Energy classification system VF IQsa 2 

This ECS has been designed for taking into account sufficient lighting classes, a huge range of S/P 3 
ratios and luminous efficacy of the lamps, and most common light control systems, for allowing to include 4 
different lighting scenarios as far as possible. 5 

The constitutive parameters for defining the VFs of IQsa are shown in Table 8 and the different VF 6 
curves in Figure 5. The selection of the curve depends on the indicator, as suggested by Alarcon (2011), but 7 
also on the compliance of the SL requirements of each city. A decreasing convex curve was selected for this 8 
case study in Barcelona. As shown in Figure 5, this curve leads to a grade of satisfaction of 0.5 to a typical 9 
SL installation comprising HPS lamps. Compared to the other curves, where the typical installation has a 10 
grade of satisfaction above 0.8, the curve selected is aimed at promoting energy efficient SL systems. It is 11 
worth to be remarked that 63% of the lamps installed in Barcelona are HPS. 12 

 13 
Figure 5 Different types of Value Functions applied to the Energy Efficiency Indicator IQsa. 14 

 15 
Table 8 Constitutive parameters for defining the value functions for each type. 16  

Convex S-Shape Concave Linear 

Ci 4.5 1.7 3.0 0.29 
Ki 0.3 0.4 0.8 <0.01 
Pi 2.8 4.0 0.9 1.0 

IQsa,min 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 
IQsa,max 3.41 3.41 3.41 3.41 

Bi 9.78 1.00 1.77 19.13 

Table 9 shows the proposed energy efficiency classification for SL based on VF of the energy 17 
consumption indicator (IQsa). The most energy efficient SL (class A) can be obtained by using the most 18 
efficient lamp (luminous efficacies of 150 lm/W or more) with a S/P ratio of 2.25 and using correction to the 19 
mesopic vison. It is expected that that this level can also be achieved using a very efficient luminaires 20 
(maintenance factor 0.8 - 0.85) with an appropriate layout (utilization factor up to 0.4), using the photopic 21 
vision but with a bi-level or multilevel luminous flux control profile. Energy efficiency class B can be 22 
obtained by using an efficient lamp with luminous efficacies up to 125 lm/W and with a bi-level or multilevel 23 
luminous flux control profile. 24 
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Energy efficiency class C and D can be obtained by using a lamp with luminous efficacies of 80 1 
lm/W and more and with a bi-level luminous flux control although it might be possible to reach these levels 2 
using the most efficient lamps with a full luminous flux control. Energy efficiency class E would be obtained 3 
by using a lamp with luminous efficacies up to 70 lm/W and with a bi-level luminous flux control. Finally, 4 
classes F and G could be derived from using lamps with luminous efficacies lower than 70 lm/W and with a 5 
full luminous flux control.  6 

Table 9 The energy efficiency-based classification for SL based on the VF values 7 
Energy 

Efficiency Class VF IQsa 

A 1 – 0.84 
B 0.83 – 0.70 
C 0.69 - 0.56 
D 0.55 – 0.42 
E 0.41 – 0.28 
F 0.27 – 0.14 
G 0.13 – 0.00 

The proposed VF IQsa was applied to the case study comprised 13 road of the Eixample of 8 
Barcelona. Results are shown in Table 10 and depicted in Figure 6. To this end, Qsa and IQsa was calculated 9 
according to the described methodology. 10 

For calculating Qsa, an operation time of 4,375 h was calculated taking into account the sunrise and 11 
sunset data in Barcelona (National Institute of Geography 2017) with a full luminous flux profile in absence 12 
of control systems for turning off, totally or partially, the luminaires during the night. It should be noted that 13 
some streets of the sample are composed by LED and HPS lamps, therefore the εL, fm and fu for each street 14 
were assigned according to the weighted average of the percentage of types of lamps along the street, and 15 
consequently, the mesopic correction factor (fcm) for each street was assigned according to the weighted 16 
average of the luminous efficacy of the lamp, because an appropriate fcm need to be used for each lamp. 17 

As exposed in Table 10, street 1 and 13 achieved an energy efficiency classification B when the 18 
most efficient lamps and luminaires are installed with higher values of fu; while streets with low fu values 19 
resulted in an energy classification D even using efficient lamps.  20 

The introduction of the mesopic correction factor fcm into the proposed VF IQsa provided an 21 
indication of the luminous efficacy of the lamps used in the case study: HPS and LED. Streets with a large 22 
percentage of LED lamps in their composition have a positive increment in the mesopic luminance (fcm >1.0), 23 
which improves energy efficiency performance. On the contrary, streets completely compose of HPS lamps, 24 
or with a large percentage of these, have a negative increment in the mesopic luminance (fcm <1.0). 25 

Such findings suggest two considerations. First, considering the overall energy levels obtained 26 
means that Barcelona streets have wide potential for technological improvement. Second, to achieve better 27 
energy class than C, luminous efficacy of the lamp should be improved. This could be done by the 28 
replacement of HPS lamps by LED, however, LED lamps emit more blue light of short wavelengths 29 
increasing light pollution. Therefore, LED lamps should be limited in terms of correlated color temperature 30 
(CCT ≈ 3000 K) and S/P ratio ≈ 1.45; and the proposed VF IQsa could be used only in urban areas.  31 
  32 
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Table 10 Value Function of IQsa and energy classes of the analyzed streets. 1 
No. 

street 
Em 
(lx) 

εL 
(lm/W) fm fu fcm Qsa 

(kWh/m2) IQsa VF IQsa 
Energy 
Class 

1 30 121.4 0.81 0.68 1.02 1.93 0.60 0.76 B 

2 20 121.4 0.78 0.58 0.97 1.63 0.76 0.65 C 

3 20 121.2 0.78 0.58 0.97 1.64 0.76 0.65 C 

4 30 122.6 0.77 0.52 0.98 2.72 0,84 0.59 C 

5 20 121.4 0.79 0.56 0.97 1.70 0.79 0.63 C 

6 15 121.5 0.78 0.54 0.96 1.33 0.82 0.61 C 

7 30 121.4 0.78 0.55 0.98 2.54 0.79 0.63 C 

8 15 121.7 0.79 0.56 0.96 1.26 0.78 0.63 C 

9 15 121.2 0.79 0.56 0.96 1.27 0.78 0.63 C 

10 20 121.8 0.77 0.48 0.97 2.02 0.94 0.54 D 

11 15 120.5 0.79 0.55 0.96 1.32 0.81 0.61 C 

12 15 121.4 0.78 0.51 0.96 1.42 0.88 0.57 C 

13 20 121.6 0.81 0.76 1.05 1.10 0.51 0.82 B 

 2 

 3 
Figure 6 Results of the energy classification VF-IQsa proposed of the analyzed streets. 4 

4.2 Calculation and discussion of 𝐈𝐈𝛆𝛆, SLEEC and IPEA/IPEI. 5 

The SL performance of the case study was assessed by applying the current indicators Iε (Spain), 6 
SLEEC (Netherlands) and IPEA/IPEI (Italy). Consequently, the SL performance for each street was 7 
determined with its labeling scheme, obtaining the A-G energy classification. 8 
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To this end, it was considered the total illuminated surface (A) including pedestrian and carriageway 1 
area and the total power (P) was calculated by considering all the luminaires contained along the street, 2 
including lamps and electrical auxiliary devices. The average illuminance (Em) value was provided by 3 
GENBA and this complies with the Spanish standard requirements.  4 

Results of the energy efficiency indicator Iε and its corresponding energy classification for each 5 
street analyzed are shown in Table 11. From this table, it can be remarked that Iε varies from 0.61 (street 11) 6 
to 1.05 (street 1). This variation can be due to the dissimilarity in the configurations (i.e. type of lamp, 7 
luminaires) relating to the SL installations in the Eixample of Barcelona. Regarding the energy A-G 8 
classification obtained, streets 1 and 7 have the highest energy classification. In this regard, Figure 7 presents 9 
the relationship between Iε and the energy A-G classification for the 13-streets analyzed.  10 

Table 11 Iε values and energy classes of the analyzed streets. 11 
No. 

street 
Em 
(lx) 

P 
(kW) 

ε 
((m2·lx)/W) Iε ICE Energy 

Class 

1 30 11.92 33.73 1.05 0.95 B 
2 20 13.81 19.41 0.75 1.34 C 
3 20 13.82 19.39 0.75 1.34 C 
4 30 34.89 28.81 0.90 1.11 C 
5 20 13.85 19.35 0.74 1.34 C 
6 15 13.50 14.89 0.65 1.55 D 
7 30 13.33 31.51 0.98 1.02 B 
8 15 13.49 15.57 0.68 1.48 D 
9 15 12.95 16.22 0.71 1.42 D 

10 20 12.07 23.19 0.89 1.12 C 
11 15 7.54 13.92 0.61 1.65 D 
12 15 5.09 20.61 0.90 1.12 C 
13 20 21.92 19.16 0.74 1.36 D 

 12 

 13 
Figure 7 Iε energy classification of the analyzed streets. 14 

 15 
The SE values along with the SLEEC label were determined for each street lighting arrangement. 16 

The results show that 5 of the 13 streets have obtained SLEEC= E, and the highest energy classification was 17 
obtained in the streets 1 and 7 with SLEEC= C (Table 12). 18 
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Table 12 SLEEC values of the analyzed streets. 1 
No. 

street 
Em 
(lx) 

P 
(kW) 

SE 
(W/(lx·m2)) SLEEC 

1 30 11.92 0.030 C 
2 20 13.81 0.052 E 
3 20 13.82 0.052 E 
4 30 34.89 0.035 D 
5 20 13.85 0.052 E 
6 15 13.50 0.067 G 
7 30 13.33 0.032 C 
8 15 13.49 0.064 F 
9 15 12.95 0.062 F 

10 20 12.07 0.043 D 
11 15 7.54 0.072 G 
12 15 5.09 0.049 E 
13 20 21.92 0.052 E 

The decreasing linear function shown in Figure 8 represents the SLEEC label. This reflects a steady 2 
decreasing pattern in the energy efficiency classification for increasing SE. There is a proportional 3 
relationship between SE values and the energy A-G classification. To achieve acceptable labels (higher than 4 
C) requires improvements in the SL installations. 5 

  6 
Figure 8 SLEEC energy classification of the analyzed streets. 7 

 8 
The IPEA indicator was assessed using the characteristics of the luminaires installed in the 13-9 

streets analyzed (Table 7). Table 13 shows luminaires at different heights and from 12 different types, where 10 
according with IPEA indicator a (Roura) and b (Salvi) luminaires were the most efficient. These luminaires 11 
were implemented to renovate obsolete equipment, improving the energy efficiency of the installation and 12 
reducing light pollution in the Eixample in 2000. 13 

IPEA values ranging from 0.94 to 1.93 between class A++ and class C (Table 13), and according to 14 
(Leccese et al. 2017; Regional Council of Emilia Romagna 2015) the label C is the lowest acceptable class 15 
for implementing new lighting systems. 16 
  17 
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Table 13 IPEA values and energy classes of luminaires installed in analyzed streets. 1 
Type P  

(W) 
εL  

(lm/W) Dlor 
ηa 

(lm/W) 
ηr 

(lm/W) IPEA Energy 
class 

a4 (9.0m) 100 125.7 0.99 124.46 75 1.66 A++ 
a6 (6.5m) 50 117.1 0.99 115.97 60 1.93 A++ 
b2 (9.0m) 250 124.6 0.87 108.36 93 1.17 A++ 
b3 (6.5m) 150 121.1 0.87 105.32 81 1.30 A++ 
c3 (6.5m) 150 121.1 0.87 105.32 81 1.30 A++ 
d2 (9.0m) 250 124.6 0.70 87.18 93 0.94 C 
d3 (7.5m) 150 121.1 0.70 84.74 81 1.05 B 
e3 (5.0m) 150 121.1 0.75 90.79 81 1.12 A+ 
f2 (10.0m) 250 124.6 0.80 99.64 93 1.07 A 
g2 (11.0m) 250 124.6 0.70 87.18 93 0.94 C 
h2 (12.0m) 250 124.6 0.70 87.18 93 0.94 C 
h4 (9.0m) 100 119.0 0.70 83.28 75 1.11 A+ 

A significant increase in energy class is detected in IPEA values >1, while few changes are presented 2 
in the minimum and maximum IPEA values (Figure 9). 3 

 4 
Figure 9 Graphic of the label scheme for luminaires in the analyzed streets based on IPEA values. 5 

 6 
The IPEI indicator was assessed by comparing the lighting values provided by GENBA with those 7 

required by technical standard (Royal Decree 1890/2008 2008), while considering the street geometries and 8 
lighting installations (Table 6). Nevertheless, a limitation of the methods for calculating the IPEI, Iε, SLEEC 9 
and VF-IQsa is the lack of specific assessment for urban streets composed of road-lanes and pedestrian 10 
sidewalks, as in the Eixample’s 13-streets. Therefore, our framework emphasizes that each street could be 11 
divided into an IPEI value considering the installation performance across the entire street section (IPEITotal) 12 
and another IPEI value (IPEIw) calculated as a weighted average of the values obtained for the subareas, i.e. 13 
road-lanes and pedestrian. The latter, since different lighting requirements should be met for each of the 14 
subareas and, accordingly, appropriate values of illuminance or luminance have to be used (Leccese et al. 15 
2017). 16 

The overall energy classes of the analyzed streets resulted from applying the IPEI indicator resulted 17 
low (Table 14) and not acceptable, IPEITotal= D being the best classification (assigned to the streets 1, 4 and 18 
7). An advantage of measuring the IPEI per street subareas is an estimation of the individual energy 19 
consumption. These values support decision-making by identifying areas to be improved to increase the 20 
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global lighting performance. IPEIw values confirm a lighting overdesign in the subareas (Table 14).  1 
Table 14 IPEI values and energy classes of the analyzed streets. 2 

No. 
street 

P 
(kW) IPEIsr   Class IPEIsl  Class IPEIt   Class IPEIc  Class IPEITotal  Class IPEIw  Class 

1 11.92 2.82 F 2.82 F   2.82 F 1.41 D 2.82 F 
2 13.81 3.27 G 3.27 G   4.64 G 2.32 E 3.96 G 
3 13.82 3.27 G 3.27 G   4.65 G 2.32 E 3.96 G 
4 34.89 5.16 G 6.89 G 1.09 B 1.72 D 1.65 D 2.07 E 
5 13.85 4.31 G 4.31 G   4.66 G 2.33 E 4.48 G 
6 13.50 4.20 G 4.20 G   5.74 G 2.87 F 4.97 G 
7 13.33 3.02 F 3.02 F   3.02 F 1.51 D 3.02 F 
8 13.49 4.01 G 4.01 G   5.49 G 2.74 F 4.75 G 
9 12.95 2.94 F 2.94 F   5.27 G 2.63 F 4.10 G 

10 12.07 3.59 G 3.59 G   3.88 G 1.94 E 3.74 G 
11 7.54 2.28 E 2.44 E   11.16 G 3.07 F 4.78 G 
12 5.09 3.03 F 3.03 F   4.15 G 2.07 E 3.15 G 
13 21.92 3.31 G 3.31 G   4.70 G 2.35 E 3.35 G 

IPEIsr – sidewalk right side; IPEIsl - sidewalk left side; IPEIt - tree-lined street; IPEIc – carriageway. 3 
 4 

Figure 10 represents the energy classification of each street analyzed according to the IPEI values 5 
obtained. The highest IPEI values were obtained for streets 9, 8, 6 and 11 whilst the lowest IPEI for streets 6 
1, 7, and 4. 7 

 8 
Figure 10 Graphic of the label scheme for the analyzed streets based on IPEI values. 9 

Finally, the classifications of each street according to the different approaches is considered in 10 
Figure 11. As expected, there are differences in the overall energy classes. These differences are due to: (1) 11 
each energy efficiency indicator accounts for different constitutive parameters, (2), the exigency levels differ, 12 
i.e. calibrated according to particular targets and lighting requirements. The results highlight the following 13 
observations: 14 

• All EPIs calculated have granted a higher energy classification when LED lamps are predominantly 15 
used in SL installation, such as the case of street 1. 16 
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• Results derived from applying SLEEC and IPEI showed that there is a strong linkage with the 1 
installed power parameter, while results of Iε were found to be influenced by the illuminance 2 
parameter. This pattern can be detected when the 6, 8, 9 and 11 streets are assessed.  3 

• It was found a relationship with the lighting class of each street by applying SLEEC. For those 4 
streets with lighting class M1 such as 1 and 7, the energy classification was C, higher than streets 5 
with lighting class M3 (6, 8, 9 and 11).  6 

• Unexpected result was given in street 4. With biggest power value 34.89 kW and average 7 
illumination level 30 lx, this street achieved C and D rate, depending the indicator used. That 8 
suggests that lighted surface parameter makes the difference, because it is the widest street in the 9 
sample of this case study. 10 

• The main parameter that influences the low rating obtained by applying IPEI indicator to the case 11 
study was the installed power required to achieve the average illuminance level. This finding is 12 
contrary to the previous studied by Leccese et. al. (2017), because these results were linked with 13 
illuminance level rather than installed power, where the corresponding IPEI energy classification 14 
was penalized with very low illuminance levels. 15 

• VF IQsa results are clearly influenced positively by the energy performance of lamps and luminaires 16 
installed in the streets analyzed in Barcelona. 17 

• The higher levels of energy efficiency classification obtained with VF IQsa can be corroborated by 18 
the results obtained with IPEA. This is because IPEA, likewise VF IQsa, is an indicator for 19 
measuring the energy performance of the luminaires. IPEA values obtained ranging between class 20 
A++ and class C, and consequently VF IQsa values are above of the C level. 21 

• Unlike the IPEA indicator, VF IQsa is based on the energy consumption indicator (Qsa) which 22 
comprises other parameters, besides luminous efficacy of the lamps. That allows to incorporate 23 
other elements into discussion. For example, the results obtained by applying VF IQsa have 24 
permitted confirming that there is a strong linkage between the ratio of utilized lumen (fu) and the 25 
luminous efficacy of the lamp. Therefore, this proposed energy classification could be useful to 26 
design illumination SL project, as well as to evaluate existing lighting installation considering an 27 
A-G scale. 28 

• Incorporating the VF approach to the proposed method promotes flexibility and allows adapting the 29 
SL requirements of each SL project through the election of the function type (convex, concave, S-30 
shape, linear). 31 
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 1 
Figure 11 Comparing EPIs and its energy classification of the analyzed streets. 2 

5. Conclusions 3 

This paper presents and analysis and proposal on an energy efficiency classification procedure based 4 
on the parameters that affect the energy consumption for SL to have more accurate SL assessments. 5 
Recognizing the diversity of EPIs and parameters to consider, an energy consumption indicator is proposed, 6 
incorporating two parameters disregarded by the most commonly used energy classification approaches in 7 
Europe appears: (1) the correction to the mesopic photometry, recommended within the CIE 191:2010, and 8 
(2) time, as the operational hours of the street lighting system. These advances are closing a gap in the 9 
literature on the consideration of the complementary needs to improve SL. Additionally, the study is the first 10 
attempt at applying VF method for such a purpose in SL sector. 11 

The proposed VF Qsa was tested and validated to assess the energy performance of 13 street in a 12 
reticular grid of the Eixample District of Barcelona. From the results obtained, the following conclusions are 13 
outlined: 14 

• All the EPI analyzed have rewarded lighting installations in streets that have introduced the most 15 
efficient lamps. 16 

• SLEEC, IPEI and Iε comprises EPIs which relate the electrical power required to achieve the 17 
average illumination level in a certain surface to be illuminated. Each indicator analyzed presents a 18 
different linkage with their parameters, for instance, SLEEC and IPEI indicators showed a strong 19 
linkage with the installed power parameter, while results of Iε were found to be influenced by the 20 
Illuminance parameter. 21 

• SLEEC penalizes streets with higher installed power using low illuminance levels, while IPEI 22 
penalizes the excessive installed power to achieve the average illuminance level required. 23 

• IPEA is a very useful indicator for measuring energy performance of luminaires by considering the 24 
luminous efficacy, however, this does not consider aspects of lighting design and luminaire 25 
operation. 26 
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• VF IQsa is linked to the luminous efficacy of the lamp, maintenance, and utilization factors of the 1 
SL installations, this implying that these values have to be periodically and carefully updated. 2 

• VF IQsa could be limited their use only in urban zones. 3 
• Introducing fcm into the VF IQsa provided a slightly increment of the luminous efficacy of LEDs. 4 

Regarding to the value function method, this research shows that VF method is valid to standardize 5 
an indicator and also suited to being applied for measuring the preference or grade of satisfaction associate 6 
with the energy consumption in SL systems. After first implementing VF in the streets of Barcelona's case 7 
study, it can be inferred that it is a robust and flexible method that could be useful for evaluation.  8 

VF allows flexibility, since the range of minimum (IQsa,min) and maximum (IQsa,max) and the shape 9 
of the value function can be adapted to the particular boundary conditions and requirements established by 10 
the stakeholders (ex., designers, police makers, public investors), which is a technical feature that allows 11 
personalization in urban SL design. 12 

Nonetheless, as a future research, this VF Qsa could be improved in two ways. On the one hand, by 13 
incorporating other social, economic and environmental aspects as indicators besides energy efficiency, to 14 
advance on the decision-making and assessment of an integrated and sustainable system for SL. Insufficient 15 
research has been made to an integration system for measuring sustainability on SL systems, considering 16 
specific visual needs. On the other hand, applying VF IQsa in case studies with luminous flux profiles would 17 
be desirable to enhance its potential decision-making feature. 18 
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Annex A 1 

 2 
1. Aragó  

  
2. Consell del Cent  

   
3. Diputació  

  
4. Gran Vía  

  
Figure A.1 Examples of one span for analyzed streets: street section (left), plans (right). 3 
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5. Sepúlveda  

  
6. Floridablanca  

  
7. Entença  

 
 

8. Rocafort  

  

 1 
Figure A.1 (Continued) 2 
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9. Calabria  

  
10. Viladomat  

 
 

11. Comte Borrell 1  
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Figure A.1 (Continued) 2 
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12. Comte Borrell 2  

 
 

 
13. Comte d’Urgell  
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Figure A.1 (Continued) 1 
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Table A.1 presents the calculated Qsa values for a wide range of possible technical scenarios for SL 1 
with the purpose to determine Qsa,R values for each lighting class and, which in turn, will allows to estimate 2 
the minimum and maximum values of energy consumption. 3 

Table A.1 Energy consumption value (Qsa) for different SL scenarios. 4 
Road 
class 

Description  
road 

Criteria Lighting 
Class  

Em  
(lx) Lamp 

Qsa C1  
(kWh/m2) 

Qsa C2  
(kWh/m2) 

Qsa C3  
(kWh/m2) 

IMD Velocity  
(km/h) pho mes pho mes pho mes 

A Motorway IMD >  
25,000 >60 M1 

30 HPS 3.23 3.30 2.81 2.87 2.05 2.09 

30 HPM 11.04 - 9.60 - 7.01 - 

30 MH 5.55 5.29 4.83 4.60 3.53 3.36 

30 LED 2.18 2.04 1.90 1.77 1.38 1.29 

A Major road 
15,000 < 
IMD < 
25,000  

60  M2 

20 HPS 2.16 2.23 1.87 1.94 1.37 1.42 

20 HPM 7.36 - 6.40 - 4.67 - 

20 MH 3.70 3.47 3.22 3.02 2.35 2.20 

20 LED 1.45 1.32 1.26 1.15 0.92 0.84 

B-C Collector  
street 

7,000 < 
IMD < 
15,000 

30 to 60 M3 

15 HPS 1.62 1.68 1.41 1.46 1.03 1.07 

15 HPM 5.52 - 4.80 - 3.50 - 

15 MH 2.78 2.55 2.42 2.22 1.76 1.62 

15 LED 1.09 0.97 0.95 0.85 0.69 0.62 

B-C-
D-E 

Local 
streets 

IMD < 
7,000 5 to 30 M4 

10 HPS 1.08 1.15 0.94 1.00 0.68 0.73 

10 HPM 3.68 - 3.20 - 2.34 - 

10 MH 1.85 1.64 1.61 1.42 1.18 1.04 

10 LED 0.73 0.61 0.63 0.53 0.46 0.39 

D-E Historic 
centre area high traffic 5 to 30 C2 

20 HPS 2.66 2.76 2.32 2.40 1.69 1.75 

20 MH 4.48 4.19 3.89 3.65 2.84 2.66 

20 LED 1.45 1.32 1.26 1.15 0.92 0.84 

20 FL 4.50 4.05 3.92 3.52 2.86 2.57 

C-D-E 

Residential 
and 

comercial 
area 

high traffic 5 to 30 S1 

15 HPS 2.00 2.08 1.74 1.81 1.27 1.32 

15 MH 3.36 3.08 2.92 2.68 2.13 1.95 

15 LED 1.09 0.97 0.95 0.85 0.69 0.62 

15 FL 3.38 2.96 2.94 2.58 2.14 1.88 

C-D-E Residential 
area low traffic 5 to 30 S2 

10 HPS 1.33 1.42 1.16 1.23 0.85 0.90 

10 MH 2.24 1.98 1.95 1.72 1.42 1.26 

10 LED 0.73 0.61 0.63 0.53 0.46 0.39 

10 FL 2.25 1.85 1.96 1.61 1.43 1.17 

C-D-E Pedestrian 
area low traffic < 5 S3 

7.5 HPS 1.00 1.06 0.87 0.92 0.63 0.67 

7.5 MH 1.68 1.49 1.46 1.29 1.07 0.94 

7.5 LED 0.54 0.46 0.47 0.40 0.35 0.29 

7.5 FL 1.69 1.38 1.47 1.20 1.07 0.88 
Road and lighting class were selected according to Spanish lighting standard (Royal Decree 1890/2008 2008) by considering two 5 

criteria: average daily traffic (IMD) and velocity; pho – photopic; mes – mesopic. 6 
 7 
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